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Developments in Language Education

JOWL.D. Clark
Director, E.RIC CleatinghOude an Language and Linguistics,

Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, DC

Three recent developments in foreign and second language education
present important challenges and opportunities for the language teaching
field. The first is what is increasingly coming to be knoWn aka the
"proficiency movement"--an initiative In which teachers and curriculum
planners are finding effective ways to measure functional language
proficiency and to tailor their programa to bring their students to
pragmatically useful levels of speaking, listening, reading, and writing
ability. This trend it art exciting as it is far-reaching because it offers
the potential for establiahing common goals of language instructionas well
as agreed-upon procedures for measuring success--at the same time as it
allows a natural and healthy diversity in the specific teaching techniques
wiled to attain these goals.

The second development, welcome but potentially prObleMAtic if not
cautiously and_thoughtfully implemented, ia the_intrOduCtiOn of the micro-
computer to the language classroom. rbraign and second language educators
need to be aware of the variety of OptiOna available in_computerassisted
language learning.Onde they_Chderatand the options, they should be able to
find the optimum Middle road between Skepticism,_distrusti,and avoidance of
compnter applications on the one_hand and, on the other,,uncritical_and
Unthinking adoption of any and all computer-based approacheseven_those_
With serious pedagogical shortcomings--simply because of their technological
glitter.

Finally4-content-based language instructiOnthe Situltaneous teaching
of English and_subject_matter areas such aa hiatOrybr addial studies to
nonnative'speakers_ofEngllshr-is increasingly_of interest to curriculum
planners and_school authorities_as a viable and cost=dffddtive means of_
imparting subject matter knoWledge in an adademically rigorous_way while at
the same time developing studenta' pkOfidiency in English. Effective means
of cooperation between language teachers and content area teachers must be
found,.and suitable textbOdiks and other materials must be developed in order
tO attain this dual goal.

The Proficiency Movement

__Proficiency_in foreign languages is crucial tO the United States'
political as well as_economic ties with the rest_df_ the: Vorld. As an
example of U.S. deficiencies in thia arta, a_atddy by the International
Association_for the_EvaIuation of_EducatiOnal Adhievement and by UNESCO
of 30,000 107 and_147year-old_atUdenta in eight countries ranked American
students next to last in fOrdigh lahOnaije Competence (Carroll, 1975). As
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the_world becomea increasingly interdependent, the importance to the United
States_Of encOuraging genuine_foreign language competence is regaining
redOgnition both by the_government and within education. No longer can
foreign language_study be viewed as primarily an acadetid eXerdise culminat-
ing, for a_select few, in_the appreciation of literary olaSsics; it is now a
vital practical endeavor_for_every AMerican student, an endeavor whose goal
is the effective use of foreign languages in real-life situations.

2/vs Toward_the__ProficientyOientation

In the 19500 the Foreign Service InstituteAFSI)_of the U.S. Depart:Went
of State developed a_verbally_defined scale of language proficionOy and aft
interview-based testing procedure that were intended to reflect the_liuguintin
requirementS Of the jobs that foreign service personnel_art eXpedted tO fill
overseas. Jobs were observed directly=and analyzed to detertind the nature
and leVel of spoken language=abiIity required for SUCCedd. The reaUlting
Scale specified five separate levaIs_of increasing proficiency, ranging
from Level 1-the socalIed,"survival level"--through Level 5,_representing
proficiency indistinguishable from that of an educated native speaker
(Sollenberger, 1978).

_Over the next SoVeral years, the_FSI proficiency=scaIe.was further
developed, and MOre_detailed descriptions were_ prepared for each prOfidiendy
level. These were formally_endorsed in 1968=by the Interagency Language
Roundtable (ILR)i a consortium of about_30 government ageridiett McinCerned _

With fOrdign language_training and_evaluation. It the early And mid-1970s4
the prOcedure was expanded to other_government areas:such as the_testing of
Peace Corps volunteersi_andithe proficiency scale arid interviewing technique
also began to receive greater attention_within the academic community.__
Recentlyi five states (CaIifornia,_Floridai Ilinoisi_New Jerseyi and Texas)
have adopted speaking ability requirements based on the proficiency scale
as part of the certifiCatiOn requirements for bilingual teachers;

Gathering_Noment=1-4tthe Schools

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Educational Testing Service (ETS)4
the American COuncil on the Teaching of Foreiin Languages (ACTFL), and other
langUagt=related organizations_worked cooperatively in_the ftrther dissemi-
natiOn Of information about the_proficiency scale and interVidt4 at both the
Sactindary school and college levels. This,effort alad_indluded the
refinement and expansion of the=lower level of the_SCald to better_accommodate
Measurement needs at the early stages of_language indtruction. The ACTFL
Proficiency Guidelines describing these levels were drafted in 1982 and
revised in 1986 (ACTFL, 1976).

The_capabiIity noW eXiiits for proficiencybased testing and curriculum
development_to_be implemented within a large segment_of the foreign language
education field, and several relevant initiatives have already been Started.
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Wing and Mayewski (1984)_have developed a handbook on oral proficiency
testing for,college_foreign_language_programs. Northern_Arizona University
has received a grant from the U.S. Education Department to_prepare guidelines
for articulation betWeen high school and college language programsi_based on
proficiency-based curricula and assessment procedures; ACTFL and other
organizations have developed and offereda variety_of,workshops_in this area
for teachera and supervisors, ranging from haIfuorlay familiarization sessions
to considerably longer and more intensive tester training programs.

Proficiencybased assessment77which_Higgs (1984) has referred to aa the
"organizing_principle" for-the language teaching process--holds major implica-
tions for_materialli development, teacher training, and_program design within
the language teaching_ field. Fortunately, the "proficiency movement" is not
a revolution_that will require_wholesale_rejection of current methodologies
and materials, most of which already include or can be adapted to include _

effective proficiency-developing elements. A potentially greater problem is
that many teachers themselves have only a modest level of proficiency in the
languages they teach--a situation uncovered by a 1981 ACTFL survey (Pauli_
1981); Although the overall level of language competence of teachers_newly
entering the field can_be raised_through proficiency-based certification
requirements, a similar upgrading of skills on the part of the TeXiSting
teacher pool_will require a variety of inservice trainLng_activities--
including, especially, carefully_planned experience abroadthat have yet
to be implemented on a widespread basis.

Through workshops, published materials, and other means, language
teachers throughout the country are becoming increasingly familiar with the
ACTFL proficiency guidelines and with measurement techniques that can be
used to assess their students' proficiency levels. In addition--and even
more crucially--educators who become knowledgeable about the
fundamental concepts underlying proficiency-based assessment
are beginning to perceive the important ramifications these concepts have
for classroom teaching practices and for the development and adaptation of
teaching materials.

It is not overstating the case to say that proficiency concepts, as
they are being elaborated and disseminated within the fild today, have
major implications and potential benefits for virtually all areas of foreign
language education. Teacher training, the development of textbooks and
other instructional materials, clansroom practices, course sequencing, and
means of assessing student progress will all be viewed increasingly from the
standpoint of the ability to use the language effectively in real-life
communication settings.

Computer-Assisted Language Learning

Microcomputers and their associated instrUctional software are more and
more in evidence in the nation's foreign and second language classrooms.
Indeed, the rapidly growing nuMber of computer-assisted language learning
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(CALL) programs on the market present the language teacher, department
chairper8on, or other decision maker with the difficult task of making Wise
and pedagogically valid choices from_among the many options aVailable.
Educatork, responses to the instructional possibilities predented by CALL
have included two opposite--and both undesirable==extremet: some reject
CALL materials altogether, while_others embrace them_uncritically. These
two stumbling bioCks aside, the Ianguge teaching profession has a pressing
need to develop guidelines for selecting and tiding CALL programs that will
most effectively advance the language learning process.

At least four-major questionsinedd to be addreSsed. First, how can
computers_be made more accessible to language learners, both physically
and in_terms of_"USer=friendliness? Secondi_what criteria should be used
:to evaluate available software and to guide the development of new CALL
materials? Third, in What ways_and to_what extent can CALL be integrated
within a tOtal learning system that includes a live teacher, interadtitg
8tUdents, and other noncomputerized instructional_modia? Fedrth, how does
CALL cempare with other modes_or language instructiOn in terMS of its
addoess in developing students' second language sgilla?

Accessibility

As is often the met with technological applications in the U.S. school
system, math and sCience Classrooms were among_the first to_benefit from the
introduction of_microcomputers and associated_software_programs, with_the
result_that subjeCt areas such as_music and foreign_Ianguages have had te
wait their tUrn. However;_the_initial imbalance with respect te dqUipMent
and Software availability has begun to be_corrected, with endotraging signs
that the necessary facilities are increasingIy_available tiO 811 areas of
the curriculum. A recent survey_(Becker, 1985) found that the number_of
computers in schools had quadrupled in_the preceding two years_and_the
number of students using them had tripled. Becker estimates_that more than
one million microcomputera_are now in place, mostly in secondary schools,
and are being used regularly by approximately 15 million students;

Availability Of Microcomputer equipment_within a_given school setting
does not guarantee acceasibility to either the_teacher or_the_student. _For
too many inatructors, the technological aura of_the computer is an IMpediment
to even attempting to make_use_of_its capabilities. For those_whis are
willing to at least give the computer a try, unfortunate eXperiendes with
pborly designed or error7ridden programs may be_a SOUtdd of frustration and
eventual rejection of this,technology. AlthOdgh students_may typically be
less in awe of the computer than instructors, their learning attempts may be
frustrated by software that does not meet basic standards of accuracy,
freedom from programming errors) and so forth.

Before CALL can reach its potential in_the zypical spool:setting, the
basic problems Of_equipment availability and "user-friendiness" =St be_
satisfactorily addressed. Thanks to the constantly decreasing ceSta and
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greatly increased_availability of microcomputer equipment, the hardware
problem seems well on the Way to being resolved. Increasing sophistication
on the part of language teachers and other professionals in the field
concerning the attributee of a quality software program, and the healthy
market competition that their feedback_produces, may contribute appreciably
to the technical and pedagogical upgrading_of available CALL materials.
Language teacherS can share their experiences with specific Software programs
through newsletters, user groups, and conferences. Research comparing
achievement results with and without CALL and among different CALL applica-
tions will provide essential feedback to the computer industry. In turn,
softWare publishers should more actively seek to understand teachers' needs
and provide inservice training to address them. Improved communication in
both directions win foster the development and use of the microcomputer as
a viable component of foreign language instruction.

Guidelines for CALLE1oftwariaaeVelOpment and Review

The language teaching profeSsion has not yet arrived at even a rough
consensus on the particular areas of the curriculum in which CALL efforts
might best be focused. Many of those closely involved with CALL develop=
ments emphasize the computer's strengths in tirelessly (and nonjudgmentally)
presenting a variety of information and exercises to the student, with which
the student can work at his or her own pace and level. For this reason,
much currently available software provides drill and practice with formal
aspects of language: vocabulary, grammar, spelling, and specific usage
problems.

More innovative uses of_CALL for Engligh as &Second Language (ESL) and
foreign language learning are described by_Wyatt (1984) and_flopei_TayIor,
and Pusack_(1984) respectively; The teohnical capacities_of the ummputer
make it_well suited-for presenting reading material_in the foreign language,
andith suitable auxiliary equipmenti listening comprehension passages_
and exercises; Controlled writing activities_are aIsoipossible to a_certsin
extent; Although available coMputet equipment_and programming cannot
readily_offer computer=ataisted practice in speaking_on the student's patti
there have been Several_attempts to develop such capabilities; Thead
include a_system described by Wyatt (1984) in which student utterancet are
captured in digitited form and compared with a reference stIndard. If the
utterance deviates too far from the modeIi_the student it ingtructed to try
again. A_lest expensive, but less realistic, means of_proViding speaking
practice_is the ELIZA programi_which offers a simulated Conversation
conducted in writing on the computer screen Using_a selection of "scripts"
ariCthe basis for_interaction with the computtr. The near_future_should
bring the schools more affordable interactive videodisc equipment, which can
provide audiovisual stimuli and interadtiVe instruction with push-button
speed and acr-Aracy (Gohnson, 1985).
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Regardless of the particular_skilIs,a_CALL prograt iS deSigned_to
address; commonsense gpidelines can be followed in aSSeeSing the instructionalsuitability and general quality of the prograM; _PrOgrams should first ofall be free Of tedhhidal errors that may cause the entire program to "freeze"or that put the ttudent into an endless loop of repeated actions.

A second Major desideratum Is_for the program to_interadt fIexibly_viththe stUdent to that; depending on_the student's particuIar_responses, the
program_can "branch'!_to the next_item that is immediately reIevant_to thatstudnnt's learning_needs; Flexible programs; especially those that offer
problem-solving tasks; invite interaction among pairs or small groups of
students; which has long been retOgnized as an effective catalyst for
learning (Johnson; 1985)._ Completely "linear" programs that haVe all
students follow exactly the Sate path are much less suitable.

_Third; higher-quality programs_anow the_instruCtOr to Modify or augmentthe content_according_td_ittediate needs. For example, a Vodabulary training
program that allows the instructor to add or_substititte particular lexicalitems of_his or her 00ii dhoosing may be considered bore flexible and of
greater potential teething value than a program that &bet not permit such
modification;

A fourth dedirable characteristic is for the CALL_program to accept,
and to interpret as correct, more than one possible answer to a givenquestion. Just as the "real world" (as well as the classroom teacher)
admits of more than one way to phrase a response in a given Ianguage=use
situation, the computer program should be able to accommodate a reasonable
degree of variability in studentS, responses.

Finally, CALL prograM-8;_regardless_of their specific inetrUttional
goals, should relate benefidially to_the student_from_thd_psydbological_
or affective standpOint. For example; programs_that prOVide encouragementin the form of frequent reinforcement of_correct AlltUttgi At well as_non-
threatening inditatidin and remediation of incorrett reepOnses; are preferableto programs with_led8 Sensitive_approaches to error tOrtettion and otheraspects of comptterstudent interaction;

Toward-a-Syttems Approach to Computer-AsSitted Language Learning

Given the differing-and
largely_romplementary--capabilities of the_ttnputer and of the live instructor, the best approach_to finding,an_optimumrola for CALL within the foreign_and second language teaching field 18:

probably to adopt a "systems analytis" view of the entire instructiOnal_
process._ Under such a view,_CALL would be seen as_one of several pbssiblecomponents of instruction,_along with regular textbooks; Other types of
print and_nonprint_media, the:classroom teacher; native speaker resources,travel abroad and other oppOrtUnities to use the language, and SeVeral other
types of experiences that woUld be expected to provide an adeqtate and _

appropriate learning enVirOhMent for the student; Within thit environment,
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some or all of these resourceswould be used in different but integrated
ways; based on the partiCUldr instructional strengths of each type Of
resource and theioverall_learning objectivta Of the program. For example,,
given_the fadt that present computer equipment and programming capabilitiesdo not readily permit_computer-assisted

praCtide_in speakingi_it may_be more
appropriate; from_a "systems" point of_VieW,_to defer attempts to implement
CALL in the student speaking area, at least fdr the time beingi_and to
astign this important role_quite frankly and legitimately to the_classroomteddher. On the other hand;_the obvious strengths of the computer in
prOViding practice in and reinfOrCement of various aspects of grammar,
Vocabulary development; readinglcotprehension; and so forth; would suggest
that these particular aspects might be largely delegated to the computer,
with a resulting overall increase in the efficiency and learning yield -Of
the total instructional process.

Although a thorotighgoing systems,analytic approach to foreign/second
language learning.==Which would include CALL as well as many Other techniques
and resourcet AS_Obtential_components!--has_yet to_be folay developedi_the
general c000ept is a useful one and may help td_identify the most effective
place for dotputer-assisted techniques within the fratework of language
instrUCtiOn as a whole.

EValuatin the Results of CALL

It is fair_to_say that, although the potential effectivenss_of CALL in
enhancing student langUage achievement isgenerally accepted; little eicper-
imental evidence addre8Ses this assumption._ In an_important re-Cent Study;
Robinson (1985) found that students who underwent each of_a Variety Of
language learning ekerdises on a_microcomputer perforted_in_Virtually every
instance at a higher level than_a control group; DUnkel'd (in press) view
of research_On CALL concludes that the evidence so far_Oh CALL as a supplement
to zegular_instruction is positive, although some StUdieS document poor
retention levels.

The overall impact of CALL on the total_language learning experience
has yet to be investigated in a scientifically rigorous manner. This
investigation will probably have to await the development of CALL software
that is integral to the instructional program rather than simply providing
occasional or supplementary assistance to the classroom teacher. In addition,
such research represents a major evaluative task that rill require snbstantial
technical and financial resources. In the meantime, the best approach to
implementing and evaluating CALL technology_in the foreign/second language
%.aaching field will probably be for teachers, supervisors, and others
involved in the inatructional process to simply exercise good will and
good sense in considering the potential applications of CALL in their own
particular teaching Situations.
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FmgIish through 0:intent

Procedures for the integration of subject matter content and language
instruction are of potential interest to_all language teachert,_btt
especialIy_to those teachers of English_as a second_language_(ESL) who are
responsible for helping language-minority students acquire the_linguistic
skills needed to profit_fully from_academic_instruction in English. This
concern has increased with the influx of Iimited-Engligh=prOficient (LEP)
students from all_ over the world into the United Statet_tdhbol system. In
PhiIadelphia't_public school enrollment; for example, 74 language backgrounds
are repretentad (Benevento, 1985);

The heightened interest_in_icontent-bated_latignage instruction comes
at a tithe when language acquisition researdh it teriously_questioning the_efficady of instruction that_focuses2on lingtittic rules_taught iniisolation
frOth Enbject_matter_(Nohan, 1986). _AS With prOficiencybased_foreign__
language instructioniithe primary Chatatteristic of_content,,based English
language instruction is its_emphasis_din the use of the language in meaningful
and relevant contexts; which in the latter case is the language of the
subject matter classroom and textbook.

The "Shelterad-,English-Approach

The "sheltered=English" approach--ESL that specifically addresses the
content areas of math, science, or social studies--can aid the transition
of LEP students into the mainstream of_U.S; education, dtpecially in compari-
son with the more typical ESL instruction that focuses only on general or
social language. A major advantage of the sheltered=English approach is
that the Students receive specific practia.t in underttanding and using
academically oriented discourse, a type of language that many of them have
not encountered before even in their natiVe languages.

Cummins_(1981) draws an_important dittinction_between_general_socio-
linguistic abilItiesi_which he terms batic interpersonal_communication
skills tBICSanditilt kines of language called_for_in school settifigs,
which_he_designates_as_tOgnitive academic language proficiency (CALP).
Particularly characteristic of CALP is the ability_to understand and use
written_language and even_oral language in environments where little support
of the meaning it_provided by nonverbalor_visuaI duet or through shared
background knowledge. Although BICS_can be developed thrOtigh Conventional
ESL_instctiOn,_augmented by the student!slown expostird td_and practice
in using social language outside of the_classroom, the adoltisition of CALP
is viewed as a_longer-term effort that requires a sChOOlwide; team-based
approach ftit the greatest effectiveness and level Of success.

The-Team Approach to CooteotBased-InstrnttiOn

Since virtually every school ih the United States has some number of
LEP students; it is vitally important to ettablish close doveration and
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joint_curriculum planning and teething betWeen_ESL teachers and content area
teachers;:=Although content area teadhers May be uncertain_regarding their
role in,the_Ianguage develOpMent Of LEP stUdents and_may_initially resist
becoming_involved in auCh A Venture, this may_be overcome in largeipart_by
emphasizing the need tti foddit on students' academic skill deficiencies in
all aspeCte Of the sdhool curriculumi_regardless cf the_subject_being taught
in a partiddler classroom. The cultural diversity and linguistic riChnedS
the LEP students bring to the school should also be stressed as a positive
factor.

_ A=variety of inservice and preserVide adtiVities_can be implemented
in a team=approach to content-based language instruction.For example,
by=observing trained En teachers, content area teachers can learn to modify
their own classroom lanqUageitb AVoid complicated constructions and obscure
expressions, as _well at_tó give visual support_for the meaning of the
language by condUCting demonstrations, increasing_the number=of visuals
they use, and_so forth. ESL teachersi_for their-part, can plan their
classrooM WOrk ih_Consultation with the_content=area teachers in order
to coordinate theit instruction with_the_particular topics being taught
ih the Subject matter classes. Vocabulary development, in particular, can
be pUrsued in a_prwrpIanned, consistent manner in bOth ESL And content area
dlaSSes. This_is an especially important undertaking dinde a Student_needs
repeated exposure to new Vocabulary items in 8,Vide_VAtiety of contexts
in order to thoroughly master the vords! vithial; Auditory, and semantic
attributes. Both En and content area teachers must also become sensitive
to students' varying linguistic and
for example; inadvertently_Ubing an
when ceiling on a student in class.
significant mattért can be fok.tered
and inservice training.

-cultural backgrounds so as to avoid,
inappropriate form or style of address
_Close attention to these small but
through properly designed precervice

Chamot (1985) offers the following guidelines for program planners
interested in developing an effective program of COntent=baded language
instruction:

tiClearly define the instructional ObjeCtives of the program, with a
major focus on having the LEP stUdent, by the end of the program, fully able
to participate in regulat "ndritheltered" environments.

2; Plan Ctirridulum and course content based on the instructional
objectives.

3. plan And conduct joint inservice training with ESL and content
area teachers.

4. Develop or adapt teaching materials as necessary to support the
instructional program.

5. Plan and implement appropriate assessment procedures.
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Tromoting-Interactive Opportunities

Chamot and Arambul (1985) illustrate the ways_in_which the_science
classroOm can lend itself especially well to LEP student language develOp-
ment. For example, when sttdents are physically involved in eciehtifid
experiments, they have natUtal opportunities to discuss what taked place
in these experiments; Wheh LEP students make oral or_wtitten tepotts,
their_teachers can fOdUe on the conceptual_content and hot be overly _

critical of lahgtage errors. By the same token, hOnVetbal responses such__
as student-prOdtded Sketches and charts allow beginhing=level LEP students
to_diSplay theit cognitive capabilities while ddhtrol -of the language is
still_beihg developed. When science is_ taught in a hands-on, interactive
way, LEP Students_can share knowledge, hypotheSda, and experiences with_
their English7-speaking peers in_creative, fthOtional ways at the same time
as they develop higher-level thihking skills.

Materials Development_bieeds

_ A recent majar Seminar sponsored by the U.S. Educatitin Department,:
supported Center fiat Language_Education_and_Research (Ctandall, Willetts,
Mohan, &_CUrtaing 1986) concluded that in additiOh td_the need for
establishihg_effeCtive inservice and preservice,traihihg programs for
conteht=bated language teaching, there is a,critidal need for instructional
materiale Specially designed_for the content=baSed programs. _Although thewritihg Ot adapting_of existing materials at,the local level may provide an
intetid eolutioni_this procedure_is not_an dffective_use of staffitime and
resources from the globalillong-term point of view, since it_in wolves
reihVenting the wheel in_each particular setting. What appears_to be needed
is the involvement of major publishers in producing_textbookS that parallel
or supplement_current texts_and can be used in a sheltered=English Context
while LEP students ate_deVeloping their English language dkille. However,
since these studenta Will eventually exit to_a regulat ScaddMic environment,
the_subject matter Content of these texts must_not be diluted--such an
approach votld deprive the_students of the_acadeMic bdost that the_sheltercd-
English Apprbildh is intended to_provide_ In_thia tegardi_it_should also be
emphasited that a properly_planned "shelteted=English textbook" series wouldneed_te inOorporate increasingly_sophisticated language_so_that, on completion
df the program, LEP students would be in a pdsition to handle native speaker
materials as easily as their native-English-speaking classmates;

Future Directions

_Although the ftture of foreign_and second_langUage teaching efforts
in the_United_Statea cannot:be predicted in_detail, the general_outlines can
be conjecturiftd, ASsuming thateach_of the throe Major initiatives described
here_continue to develop and_expand appropriately. If_so, the 1990 edition
Of thia Yearbook might contain the following Observations:

1 0



The "proficiency movement" has led to widespread_adoption of verbally
defined levels of language competence_as_a_"common_metric" of achievement in
second language learning. _Students, teachers, parentsi school board members,
college admissions officers, state and federea_agencies, multinational
corporations, and other individuals and organizations have all deveioped_a_
good_working familiarity with_the real-life performance ability represented_
by each_level of the proficiency scale; This information is used extensively
in connection with student:course placement, curriculum design, teacher
certification, language program evaluation, employment applications_for_jobs
requiring foreign or second language competence, and in a variety of other
settings._ Periodic surveys of_the proficiency levels attained by high
school and college graduates give clear and readily interpreted statistics
showing the "national yield" of language-competent Americans.

Developments in the area of computen-assisted language_learning4
together with the constantly_increasing availability of microcomputer
equtpment, have made_the computer virtually as commonplace as the textbook
in the uation's language classes.__Despite some earlier_fears, the computer,
far from replacing the live:teacher, has freed the teacher_to concentrate on
facets of the overall language learning process for which human interaction
is of the_greettest_importance, including especially face-to-face conversation.
The computer, for ita part, has taken over the task of providing the student
with a_vide variety of oportunities fer_individualized practice* especially
in reading and_listening comrehension, in the methodical, tireless manner
that id the hallMark and true strength of CALL.

A valuable byproduct of the advent and increasing use of CALL is the
fact that teachers and school systems have begun to think of language
teaching and learning as an integrated process involving not only the
teacher and the computer but also many other types of learning media and
opportunities. Both computer-based and noncomputerized seif-study materials
are increasingly developed and used in both formai and informal settings.
Thanks to satellite technology, television programs from other countries are
widely received and used for language practice in both schools and homes..
Opportunities to travel and study abroad are used to greater advantage as a
result of predeparture instruction in how to maximize the language learning
yield of these experiences. In sum, bringing the computer into the
instructional picture has -,ncouraged teachers, curriculum planners, and
others to broaden their view of the language learning process to include
many other highly effective practices that might not otherwise have been
considered.

_In the nation's classrooms, a large majority of the teachers of_math,
science; social studies; and_other subject matter have received explicit
training to be able to conduct their_ciasses so_that they faCilitate
comprehension by_limited-English-profiCient students at the same tithe as
they maintain full pedagogical rigor. ESL teachers* for_their part* are
fully knowledgeable about the content and_sequencing of instruction in the
other areas of the curriculum, and plan their own teaching so as to emphasize
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the particular vocabulary and other aspects of the language that are most
relevant to the other subject matter areas at any given point in the school
year. As a result of this planned, synergistic approach, students whose_
native language is other tban English haVe the opportunity to learn English
rapidly and effectively while simultandoudly acquiring the subject matter
skills being taught in the regular School curriculum.

_Taken together; advances in the three areas of proficiency-oriented
language_instruction and asSeSSMento_COmputer-assisted Irmguage Iearning
and cooperative, contentbeeed ESL and subject_matter instruction have added
up_to a large and_coutinually growing number of language,competent U.S.
citizens., These indiVidtals have attained a pragmatically useful level of
functional COMpetence both in English and in at least one other_lanqua0e
thal: ia Of economic, social, or cultural value to themselves aud==by the
same tokken--tb the nation as a whole.
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